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Science, Technology and InnovationScience, Technology and InnovationScience, Technology and InnovationScience, Technology and Innovation
- Isaac Newton = Laws of motion and illumination of gravity

- Charles Darwin = Evolution by natural selection

- Stephen Hawking = Cosmology, quantum gravity and the 
investigation of black holes

- Alexander Fleming = Penicillin 

- Michael Faraday = Electric motor

- Alan Turing = The basis of the modern computer

- Tim Berners-Lee = World Wide Web

Isaac Newton

Alan Turing Stephen Hawking

Charles DarwinAlexander Fleming

Michael FaradayTim Berners-Lee



Science, Technology and InnovationScience, Technology and InnovationScience, Technology and InnovationScience, Technology and Innovation

- Scientific research and development remains important in British 
universities, with many establishing science parks to facilitate 
production and co-operation with industry

- Between 2004 and 2008 the UK produced 7% of the world's scientific 
research papers, the third highest in the world (after the United 
States and China, respectively)

- The UK also had an 8% share of scientific citations, second highest in 
the world (the United States was the first)

- Scientific journals produced in the UK include Nature and British 
Medical Journal



EducationEducationEducationEducation

- Five stages of education; early years, primary, secondary, Further 
Education (FE) and Higher Education (HE)

Higher Education (HE)Higher Education (HE)Higher Education (HE)Higher Education (HE)
- Bachelor’s degree

- Postgraduate degrees 

+ Master’s degrees (Taught and Research) 

+ Doctorate degree or PhD



Master’s degree

- Taught Master (MA, MSc, MEd and …)

- 1 year (Modules are assessed by a combination of analysis 
assignments, project presentations, extended essays, coursework and a  
dissertation)

- Research (MPhil)
- 1 year (Research)



Doctorate (PhD)
- At least 3 years

- Single research project

- You may also be asked to take other specific modules in the first two 
terms, to fill gaps in your knowledge

- There is an extra permission that you may need to get when you are 
a postgraduate student researching or studying some science 
and engineering subjects, if you are a national of a country that is 
not part of the EU/EEA. This is called the Academic Technology 
Approval Scheme (ATAS). You must get your ATAS certification 
before we can issue your Confirmation of Acceptance for 
Studies (CAS), which you will need to apply for your Tier 4 general 
student visa. Most PhD subjects in science and engineering need 
ATAS certification



NewRoutePhD Programme

- an integrated programme of postgraduate training which combines 

research with a structured programme of advanced training in 

discipline specific and generic skills (e.g. presentation and 

communication, media skills, technology transfer and teching)

- Students studying on the NewRoutePhD programme normally qualify 

for their award after four years of full-time study although this 

varies by programme

- The academic and English language requirements for entry into the 

NewRoutePhD are set at the same level as for the traditional UK PhD

- Universities: Kent, Newcastle, Brunel. Portsmouth, Birkbeck College 

(University of London) and Heriot-Watt

- For further details of how to apply please refer to the NewRoute PhD 

website (www.newroutephd.ac.uk)



Applying to UK UniversitiesApplying to UK UniversitiesApplying to UK UniversitiesApplying to UK Universities

Master’s degree

- Check out what you need to study 

- Check out which universities you would like to study and what the 
requirements are

- a first- or upper second-class undergraduate honours degree in 
either social or natural sciences. Applicants with relevant professional 
experience will also be considered

- IELTS 6.5, with not less than 6.0 in each section

- Apply by yourself (send  an application directly to Universities you 
need or submit an application online) or via agencies in Thailand



Applying to UK Universities (cont.)Applying to UK Universities (cont.)Applying to UK Universities (cont.)Applying to UK Universities (cont.)
Doctorate (PhD)

- Prepare research proposal (3-4 pages)

- Find the supervisors (in the same field you would like to study) and institutions 
(from websites of institutions or students who studied in UK before)

- Send directly to them and wait…

- When you get the reply from the supervisor, you send the application with 
research proposal to institution and attach an email you got from the supervisor 

Or

- Send the application with research to institution and administrator will find a 
supervisor to you

*Master degree from outside UK + IELTS at least 6.5

*No requirement of IELTS if you graduated Master degree from UK university







UK University League Table 2015 UK University League Table 2015 UK University League Table 2015 UK University League Table 2015 
(ranked by the Guardian)(ranked by the Guardian)(ranked by the Guardian)(ranked by the Guardian)

Rank 2015 Rank 2014 Institution Guardian score/100

1 (1) Cambridge 100

2 (2) Oxford 94.4

3 (4) St Andrews 92.4

4 (7) Bath 83.4

5 (9) Imperial College 82.9

6 (8) Surrey 82.5

7 (3) London School of Economics 82

8 (6) Durham 81.7

9 (10) Warwick 80.7

10 (11) Lancaster 80.5

http://www.theguardian.com/education/ng-interactive/2014/jun/02/university-league-tables-2015-the-complete-list



Engineering: civil (ranked by the Guardian)Engineering: civil (ranked by the Guardian)Engineering: civil (ranked by the Guardian)Engineering: civil (ranked by the Guardian)

Rank 2015 Institution Guardian score/100

1 Heriot-Watt 100

2 Imperial College 99.4

3 UCL 94.6

4 Surrey 93.9

5 Southampton 91.1

Agriculture, forestry & food (ranked by the Guardian) Agriculture, forestry & food (ranked by the Guardian) Agriculture, forestry & food (ranked by the Guardian) Agriculture, forestry & food (ranked by the Guardian) 

Rank 2015 Institution Guardian score/100

1 Leeds 100

2 Nottingham 92.9

3 Reading 89.4

4 Newcastle 87.6

5 Lincoln 84.1



Other rankingOther rankingOther rankingOther ranking

- The Times Good University

http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/public/gug/

- The Complete University Guide: Independent Trusted

http://www.thecompleteuniversityguide.co.uk/league-tables/rankings



Applying for Visa Outside the UK
- Application fee – in local currency and non-refundable

- Current passport or travel document –details of your current passport must be included 
on the CAS. If these details have changed in any way since your CAS was issued you will 
need to send a scanned copy of your new passport detail pages so that a sponsor note 
can be added

- Recent passport-sized colour photograph

- CAS number from the University - Postgraduate students: you will receive a CAS when 
you have met the conditions of your offer, accepted it and paid the £2,000 deposit 
towards your tuition fees – you will receive information about this through the applicant 
portal. If your course required ATAS (see below), you must upload your ATAS certificate 
before the CAS can be issued

- Documents to show you have the correct finances (fees and maintenance) available

- All your original academic certificates and transcripts that were considered by the 
University when it made your offer, as shown on the CAS

- ATAS certificate if appropriate

- a TB certificate

- You will need to give biometric details – fingerprints and a digital photograph

Please note: all documents must be original



Studying MSc in UKStudying MSc in UKStudying MSc in UKStudying MSc in UK
University of Sussex (Taught Postgraduate Course)University of Sussex (Taught Postgraduate Course)University of Sussex (Taught Postgraduate Course)University of Sussex (Taught Postgraduate Course)

University of Sussex (US) Fact

- The University of Sussex was the first of the new wave of UK 
universities founded in the 1960s

- Sussex has one of the most beautiful campus locations in Britain. 
Situated in rolling parkland on the edge of Brighton. he campus is 
surrounded by the South Downs National Park, but just a few minutes 
away from the lively city of Brighton and Hove.

- 8 subjects rank in the top 20 for research in the UK, across the arts, 
sciences and social sciences, with American studies ranked number 1 
in the UK, Politics number 2, and Art history number 3

- The University of Sussex has over 13,000 students, of which over a 
third are postgraduates



http://www.sussex.ac.uk/study/pg/keyfacts



Studying MSc in UKStudying MSc in UKStudying MSc in UKStudying MSc in UK
University of Sussex (Taught Postgraduate Course)University of Sussex (Taught Postgraduate Course)University of Sussex (Taught Postgraduate Course)University of Sussex (Taught Postgraduate Course)

Science Policy Research Unit (SPRU)

- SPRU is ranked 2nd science and policy think-tank in the UK and 11th in 
the world. (University of Pennsylvania: Global Go-To Think-Tanks 
Report 2012)

- SPRU has a student community of more than 90 doctoral and 100 
Masters students, supported by about 50 research and teaching 
faculty

- Course structure: autumn term (modules) , spring term (modules) and 
summer term (you carry out supervised work on a 20,000-word 
dissertation)



Studying MSc in UKStudying MSc in UKStudying MSc in UKStudying MSc in UK
University of Sussex (Taught Postgraduate Course)University of Sussex (Taught Postgraduate Course)University of Sussex (Taught Postgraduate Course)University of Sussex (Taught Postgraduate Course)

- Pre-sessional English course starts from July (1-3 months) (depend on 
IELTS)

- With taught Masters courses, typically between half and three-
quarters of your time is devoted to taught modules, with the 
remainder spent researching and writing up a supervised dissertation 
or project on a topic chosen in conjunction with your assigned 
supervisor

- Learning resources (language), library services and extensive support 
will help you get the most from your time at Sussex



Grading in Master’s Degree in UK UniversityGrading in Master’s Degree in UK UniversityGrading in Master’s Degree in UK UniversityGrading in Master’s Degree in UK University

- Pass 50%-59%

- Merit 60%-69%

- Distinction 70% +

* Pass at SPRU 40%-59%



Accommodation at

University of Sussex 



Graduation Day 

at Royal Pavilion 

Brighton

25.01.08



Studying PhD in UK Studying PhD in UK Studying PhD in UK Studying PhD in UK 
University of SurreyUniversity of SurreyUniversity of SurreyUniversity of Surrey

University of Surrey (UniS) Fact

- The University of Surrey is just ten minutes’ walk from the centre of 
Guildford, in the heart of south east England. Guildford offers a 
vibrant blend of entertainment, culture and history and was named 
one of the best places to live in Britain by The Sunday Times in 2014

- The University of Surrey is one of the safest places to live and study, 
according to a new cost of living report on the top 20 universities in 
the UK (ranked by The Complete University Guide)

- The campus is situated within sight of the idyllic Surrey Hills, named 
as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty





Studying PhD in UK Studying PhD in UK Studying PhD in UK Studying PhD in UK 
University of SurreyUniversity of SurreyUniversity of SurreyUniversity of Surrey

Centre for Environmental Strategy (CES)

- The Centre for Environmental Strategy (CES) is an internationally-
acclaimed centre of excellence on sustainable development. It takes 
an inter-disciplinary approach to the analysis of sustainable systems, 
integrating strong, engineering based approaches with insights from 
the social sciences to develop action-oriented, policy relevant 
responses to long-term environmental and social issues. CES’ leading-
edge Masters and Doctoral programmes equip students for careers 
towards a sustainable future

- PhD: research embedded within the wider CES research agenda;       
1) Sustainable Systems: Tools for Analysis and Design 2) Social and 
Economic Research on Sustainability: Developing Concepts and 
Themes and 3) Policy, Strategy and Governance



Studying PhD in UK Studying PhD in UK Studying PhD in UK Studying PhD in UK 
University of SurreyUniversity of SurreyUniversity of SurreyUniversity of Surrey

- First supervisory meeting

- Progress monitoring 

Interim review is intended to monitor your progress against any 
previously agreed targets

End of year review is the formal mechanism by which the University 
evaluates the progress you are making on your research programme. The 
review covers the progress you have made against targets, research outputs, 
training needs, and teaching/demonstrating responsibilities.

- Presentation to PhD students, professors, researchers and interested 
people



Studying PhD in UK Studying PhD in UK Studying PhD in UK Studying PhD in UK 
University University University University of of of of Surrey (cont.)Surrey (cont.)Surrey (cont.)Surrey (cont.)

- Confirmation or upgrade process (take place between 12 and 15 
months for full-time students) 

- At least 1 international presentation and 1 journal publication

- Thesis submission (two to six months prior to submission of your 
thesis)

- Viva voce Examination (an oral examination in which you will be 
required to defend your thesis in the presence of at least two 
examiners who are experts in your discipline)



Finally….Finally….Finally….Finally….

Award (submit your hardbound thesis within 1 month of the date of 
the viva)

However, there still are

Minor corrections

Your internal examiner will provide you with a list of 
corrections/amendments. Within 1 month of receipt of the corrections, 
you will need to complete these corrections to the satisfaction of your 
internal examiner and submit the hardbound copy of your thesis



Minor Revisions

Your internal examiner will provide you with a list of 
corrections/amendments. Within 6 months of the viva, you will need 
to complete these corrections to the satisfaction of your external 
examiner and submit a hardbound copy of your thesis

Resubmission

Within 10 working days of the viva you will be provided with a 
'Statement of Requirements' detailing the changes you need to make to 
your thesis. You will have 12 months from the date of the viva to 
resubmit your thesis. You will also be required to pay a resubmission 
fee and return a revised Entrance Form for Examination. Sometimes, 
students are required to undertake further research during the 12 
month resubmission period. If this is the case, you would need to 
reregister and pay fees



Submit for MPhil

The same process as a resubmission is followed. This is not applicable 
to Practitioner Doctorates

No award

This is very rare and the University would write to a student in this 
situation



Accommodation at 

University of Surrey



Before





After that



The Researcher Development The Researcher Development The Researcher Development The Researcher Development ProgrammeProgrammeProgrammeProgramme

The workshops are designed to help you understand what is expected 
of you and give you advice on achieving high standards at these 
important stages of your PhD

- Welcome to YOUR PhD (within first 6 months)

- Managing your Supervisor

- The Confirmation Process (between 6-12 months)

- The Viva Examination (within the 6 months prior to your viva)

- Basic Presentation Skills

- Academic Writing – Writing a Conference Abstract

- Dealing with Data

and more …



Studying in UKStudying in UKStudying in UKStudying in UK

- University facility (Library, Language Centre, Laboratory and more)

- Attend research seminars, journal clubs and any other events which 
allow you to meet other doctoral students and talk about your 
research

- Think national: look outside the University for networks you can get 
involved in 

- Time management

- Multitasking

- Patience

- Making friends

- Learning new cultures and lifestyles



Living in UKLiving in UKLiving in UKLiving in UK

- Supermarkets (Tesco, Asda, Sainsbury’s, Morrisons, Co-op, Iceland, 
Marks & Spencer, Waitrose and more)

- Household (Argos, Tesco, Marks & Spencer and more)

- Clothes (Next, Topman, Topshop, ASOS, Primark and more)

- Entertaining (pub, theatre, movie, sport, restaurant, concert, 
television programmes and more)

- Health (register with a GP at university health centre or buy 
medicines without prescriptions at Boots or Tesco)



Travelling in UK (and Aboard)Travelling in UK (and Aboard)Travelling in UK (and Aboard)Travelling in UK (and Aboard)
- Bus 

- Train (apply for a 16-25 railcard (student railcard) for discounting 1/3)

- Plane (Official or normal passport for traveling aboard)

Tip: Book tickets in advance

London 

- Day Travelcard (combined with train (return ticket), tube and bus for 
travelling in London)

- Oyster card



Useful linksUseful linksUseful linksUseful links

- Visa Application: www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk

- ATAS certification: www.fco.gov.uk

- Office of Educational Affairs (OEA London): www.oealondon.com

- ศนูย์ประสานงานนกัเรียนทนุรัฐบาลด้านวทิยาศาสตร์และเทคโนโลยี: www.stscholar.nstda.or.th

- British Council Thailand: www.britishcouncil.or.th



Olympic 2012



Samaggi Game at University of Bath 24.02.08

Samaggi Game at University of Canterbury 07.03.09



Farewell Party 2009 

30.08.09



Football



Tennis



Royal Ascot 



Theatres in London



Madonna

Lady Gaga

Girls Aloud

Bruno Mars

Concert



Alton Tower

Thorpe Park



Portsmouth 12.10.06 Bath 18.11.06 Brighton 24.01.07

Stratford-upon-Avon 03.02.07 Isle of Wight 05.05.07 London 19.05.07



Penzance 18.03.08 Birmingham 12.04.08 Oxford 07.08.08

Woodstock (Blenheim Palace) 26.04.09 Aylesbury (Waddesdon Manor) 02.01.10 Stonehenge 11.03.10



Snowdonia, Wales, 14.03.10 Jersey 29.08.10 Cambridge 19.03.11

Stratford-upon-Avon 07.01.12Cardiff, 09.08.11 Keyhaven 09.06.12



Snow in UK



Italy, 07 Italy, 08 Germany, 08

Czech Republic, 08 Northern Ireland, 08 The Netherland, 09



Belgium, 09 France, 10 Germany, 10

Spain, 10 Monaco, 10 Germany, 10



Poland, 10 Norway, 11 Switzerland, 11

Croatia, 11 France, 11
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